
Superlofts : Adaptable housing of the future
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The Open Building offers a bare structure in which 
homeowners can design and build their dream house. It 
provides the opportunity to match lifestyle and budget 
for a variety of user groups and attitudes from ‘do it 
yourself’ to turn-key luxury. This method facilitates 
customizable and affordable housing in an urban 
environment, creating a mixed community. This building 
model has proven to be highly adaptable to different 
sites, often pioneering at the urban fringe. 
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The radically flexible and resilient building 
can be adapted over time to shifting trends 
and changing behavior through a radical 
separation of support and fit out systems. 
The robust bare framework facilitates various 
interior designs making the building future 
proof for different occupants over time. 



“Nobody builds alone: When you do something large leave the small 
to others. When you do something small enhance the large”

 - N.J. Habraken (1962)



The power of sharing connects inhabitants, activating social well-being and providing 
a platform for exchanging ideas and inspiration. The flexibility of the open framework 
creates an opportunity to add common spaces or shared facilities at minimal cost, re-
sulting in small vertical villages. Creating a sense of communal urban living while pro-
viding every homeowner with a unique chance to build a tailor-made space.

Superlofts is currently active with 8 projects in the Netherlands and exploring several 
sites abroad.
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 Design by David & Marjanne
 Starter’s loft
 85 m2

*interior design by David Klinkhamer

‘This loft, without walls or doors, uses curtains to define unexpected 
and intimate spaces. The design shows how inventive and personal the 
use of a small space can be.’



‘Two units are combined by an upper floor, where the kitchen is the 
central piece. With two separate entries, the house is flexible and
perfectly suits both living and working.’

 Design by Marc & Juanjo
 Living/ working loft
 130 m2

*interior design by MKA & homeowners



 Design by Marinka & Ronald
 Family penthouse
 180 m2

*interior design by MKA & homeowners

‘Living functions are organised around a core in this penthouse. The re-
sult is a flexible open loft with free-flowing space, long lines of sight and 
penetrating daylight.’


